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Teaching you how to boost your 
designs with pimped type.
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Does the typeface influence how 
a message is perceived?

✋



We belong together
Style Script by Robert Leuschke



Banshee by Tim Donaldson

We belong together



P. Harold, MD

Objektiv Mk1 by Dalton Maag



P. Harold, MD

The World’s Worst Font



When it comes to 
typography, I am …

✋



The web is text



Typography is a super power
Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic color. By that I don ́t 
mean the actual text color, but how dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is understated. Its speciality 
should be that it does not seem special - except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is 
king, not the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much attention to itself. It ̀
s humble and its job is to get out of the reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said 
’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words before you read them so 
the typeface could be interesting and attention grabbing. So have fun choosing a nice typeface 
for it!



But why?



We never had so little 
typographic control

We never had so much 
typographic control



6 steps towards 
fantastisk 
web typography



Typography is a super power
Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic color. By that I don ́t 
mean the actual text color, but how dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is understated. Its speciality 
should be that it does not seem special - except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is 
king, not the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much attention to itself. It ̀
s humble and its job is to get out of the reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said 
’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words before you read them so 
the typeface could be interesting and attention grabbing. So have fun choosing a nice typeface 
for it!



?



It’s best to use 
system fonts only.

🤔Myth Fact



Myth





Nya super- 
erbjudanden

2008 Futura



Nya super- 
erbjudanden

2008 Futura

More peeps check out the 
site now than the catalog



 Desktop



Nya super- 
erbjudanden

2008 Futura



Nya super- 
erbjudanden

2009 Verdana



2008 Futura 2009 Verdana





FuturaVerdana



gs.statcounter.com

2017: Mobile exceeds Desktop 



 Desktop  iOS  Android



















 











 Android









 Roboto

Noto Serif

for sans-serif

for serif



gs.statcounter.com



No one is web safe anymore



Not even IKEA



Nya super- 
erbjudanden

2009 Verdana



Nya super- 
erbjudanden

2019 Noto Sans





Futura Verdana Noto Sans



System fonts are  
inconsistent and change



Why not picking something 
that fits right away?



Typography is a super power
Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic color. By that I don ́t 
mean the actual text color, but how dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is understated. Its speciality 
should be that it does not seem special - except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is 
king, not the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much attention to itself. It ̀
s humble and its job is to get out of the reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said 
’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words before you read them so 
the typeface could be interesting and attention grabbing. So have fun choosing a nice typeface 
for it!



Start by setting 
the right mood1



Neutral typefaces 
are the best.

🤔Myth Fact



Myth



youtu.be/Hp9p3-M29R0

“Type is never neutral.”
— Jason Pamental, An Event Apart, 2018

http://youtu.be/Hp9p3-M29R0


font follows
feeling

font follows
function





Display text

Functional text

Body text2

1

3



A display typeface is inappropriate for body text



Display Typeface

Display Typeface
Display Typeface

Display Typeface
Display Typeface



What is appropriate 
for your project?



Bungee by DJR

BolD And Cheeky



Altesse Std

Fancy & artistic



Vintage and Strong

Ingeborg Block by Typejockes



Casual and human

Supermarker by FontWerk



OldSchool Grotesk by Kilotype

Sober and Geometric



Typography is a super power
Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic color. By that I don ́t 
mean the actual text color, but how dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is understated. Its speciality 
should be that it does not seem special - except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is 
king, not the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much attention to itself. It ̀
s humble and its job is to get out of the reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said 
’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words before you read them so 
the typeface could be interesting and attention grabbing. So have fun choosing a nice typeface 
for it!



Typography is a super power

Display typeface changed

Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic color. By that I don ́t 
mean the actual text color, but how dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is understated. Its speciality 
should be that it does not seem special - except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is 
king, not the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much attention to itself. It ̀
s humble and its job is to get out of the reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said 
’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words before you read them so 
the typeface could be interesting and attention grabbing. So have fun choosing a nice typeface 
for it!



Display text
• Font follows feeling 

• Use it for short and large text only 

• Pick something that fits to your project



You need to spend a lot 
of money for good fonts

🤔Myth Fact



Myth



Free comes 
at a price







font follows
function



Weights & Styles

Aa Aa Aa
Languages

Ĥèlłõ
Characters & OTF

1⁄2 ag ag

File size & Format

varbiable.woff2

Licensing

€ $ £



Build your library 
of trusted sources 



pimpmytype.com/newsletter

http://pimpmytype.com/newsleter


pimpmytype.com/ilt



fontwerk.com

http://fontwerk.com


Think about 
readability2



You can use serif and 
 sans-serif for body text

🤔Myth Fact



Fact



I am a typeface for body text. My speciality is that I don’t 
seem special – except to some type nerds, of course. And 
that’s the whole point. because a text typeface should not 
draw much attention to itself. I’m humble and I work best 
when I’m understated. My job is to get out of the reader’s 
way and let the words speak. Bluntly said “boring is better”.

Tisa Pro



I am a typeface for body text. My speciality is that I don’t 
seem special – except to some type nerds, of course. And 
that’s the whole point. because a text typeface should not 
draw much attention to itself. I’m humble and I work best 
when I’m understated. My job is to get out of the reader’s 
way and let the words speak. Bluntly said “boring is better”.

Josefin Sans



I am a typeface for body text. My speciality is that I don’t 
seem special – except to some type nerds, of course. And 
that’s the whole point. because a text typeface should not 
draw much attention to itself. I’m humble and I work best 
when I’m understated. My job is to get out of the reader’s 
way and let the words speak. Bluntly said “boring is better”.

Josefin Sans has too striking characters



Josefin Sans has too striking characters

e



Sans Serif



 glyphe pimp_my_type

modern



 glyphe pimp_my_type

elegant



 glyphe pimp_my_type

are the letters distinctive enough?

https://dict.leo.org/englisch-deutsch/distinctive


 glyphe pimp_my_type

a g q



 glyphe pimp_my_type

a g q



 glyphe pimp_my_type

agqIlagqIl agqIl
Geometric 

(Objektiv Mk1)
Humanist Sans 

(Aller)
Humanist Serif 

(Tisa Pro)



 glyphe pimp_my_type

Type Type
Large x-height 

(Roboto)
Small x-height 
(Josefin Sans)

72% 52%



I am a typeface for body text. My speciality is that I don’t 
seem special – except to some type nerds, of course. And 
that’s the whole point. because a text typeface should not 
draw much attention to itself. I’m humble and I work best 
when I’m understated. My job is to get out of the reader’s 
way and let the words speak. Bluntly said “boring is better”.

Josefin Sans is very geometric, has a low x-height and striking letter shapes😕



I am a typeface for body text. My speciality is that I don’t 
seem special – except to some type nerds, of course. And 
that’s the whole point. because a text typeface should not 
draw much attention to itself. I’m humble and I work best 
when I’m understated. My job is to get out of the reader’s 
way and let the words speak. Bluntly said “boring is better”.

Tisa Sans Pro is ideal for body text. It is more dynamic, and has a larger x-height😀



News Reader is classy and elegant😀

I am a typeface for body text. My speciality is that I don’t 
seem special – except to some type nerds, of course. And 
that’s the whole point. because a text typeface should not 
draw much attention to itself. I’m humble and I work best 
when I’m understated. My job is to get out of the reader’s way 
and let the words speak. Bluntly said “boring is better”.



Typography is a super power
Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic color. By that I don ́t 
mean the actual text color, but how dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is understated. Its speciality 
should be that it does not seem special - except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is 
king, not the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much attention to itself. It ̀
s humble and its job is to get out of the reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said 
’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words before you read them so 
the typeface could be interesting and attention grabbing. So have fun choosing a nice typeface 
for it!



agqIl
Serif 

(Newsreader)

agqIl
Geometric Sans 

(Muli)



Typography is a super power
Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic color. By that I don ́t 
mean the actual text color, but how dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is understated. Its speciality 
should be that it does not seem special - except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is 
king, not the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much attention to itself. It ̀
s humble and its job is to get out of the reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said 
’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words before you read them so 
the typeface could be interesting and attention grabbing. So have fun choosing a nice typeface 
for it!



Body text changed

Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic color. By that I don´ t 
mean the actual text color, but how dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is understated. Its speciality 
should be that it does not seem special - except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is 
king, not the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much attention to itself. 
It` s humble and its job is to get out of the reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly 
said ’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words before you read them so 
the typeface could be interesting and attention grabbing. So have fun choosing a nice typeface 
for it!

Typography is a super power



Body text
• Boring is better 

• Sans and serif are both fine 

• Look for distinctive & unobstructive letter shapes 

• Go for larger x-heights, 70–75%



Strive for harmonic 
measurements3



font size line heightline length
font-size max-width line-height



Text on the web is 
often too small.

🤔Myth Fact



Fact



Abc

Abc
Abc

Abc

� glyphe



Abc Abc Abc Abc

The font size should be adjusted to the reader’s distance from the device



Bigger text on bigger screens, maybe slightly smaller text on small screens

Abc Abc Abc Abc

150% 120% 100% 90%



 glyphe

1rem = 16px



� glypheSource: steigenberger.com

font-size: 11.2px;

https://www.steigenberger.com/hotels/alle-hotels/oesterreich/krems/steigenberger-hotel-and-spa/spa-wellness


Typography is a super power
Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic color. By that I don´ 
t mean the actual text color, but how dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is understated. Its 
speciality should be that it does not seem special - except to some type nerds, of course. Here 
content is king, not the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much 
attention to itself. It` s humble and its job is to get out of the reader's way and let the words 
speak. Very bluntly said ’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words before you read them 
so the typeface could be interesting and attention grabbing. So have fun choosing a nice 
typeface for it!



Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic color. 
By that I don´ t mean the actual text color, but how dense or light the text 
seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is 
understated. Its speciality should be that it does not seem special - except to 
some type nerds, of course. Here content is king, not the typeface. In other 
words a text typeface should not draw much attention to itself. It` s humble 
and its job is to get out of the reader's way and let the words speak. Very 
bluntly said ’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words before 
you read them so the typeface could be interesting and attention grabbing. So 
have fun choosing a nice typeface for it!font size increased

Typography is a super power



line heightline length



{ Code Demo }





190 characters



Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic color. 
By that I don´ t mean the actual text color, but how dense or light the text 
seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is 
understated. Its speciality should be that it does not seem special - except to 
some type nerds, of course. Here content is king, not the typeface. In other 
words a text typeface should not draw much attention to itself. It` s humble 
and its job is to get out of the reader's way and let the words speak. Very 
bluntly said ’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words before 
you read them so the typeface could be interesting and attention grabbing. So 
have fun choosing a nice typeface for it!

Typography is a super power



Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic 
color. By that I don´ t mean the actual text color, but how dense or light 
the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is 
understated. Its speciality should be that it does not seem special - 
except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is king, not the 
typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much 
attention to itself. It` s humble and its job is to get out of the reader's 
way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said ’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words 
before you read them so the typeface could be interesting and attention 
grabbing. So have fun choosing a nice typeface for it!max-width set 

Typography is a super power



Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic 
color. By that I don´ t mean the actual text color, but how dense or light 
the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is 
understated. Its speciality should be that it does not seem special - 
except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is king, not the 
typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much 
attention to itself. It` s humble and its job is to get out of the reader's 
way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said ’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words 
before you read them so the typeface could be interesting and attention 

line-height increased

Typography is a super power



Harmonic measurements
• At least 16 px font-size for body text 

• Big screen means bigger text 

• The ideal line is around 60–80 characters long 

• Longer lines need more line-height (~ 1.5)



It’s all about 
alignment4



Justified text is best 
for long reading text.

🤔Myth Fact



Myth



� glypheforbes.at, 2017



� glyphe



� glyphe

Justified text can create big gaps between words



� glyphe

Justified text can create big gaps between words



� glyphe

Justified text without hyphenation can create big gaps between the words



<html lang="de"> 

p { 

 hyphens: auto; 

}



� glyphe



� glyphe

Justified text with hyphenation: spaces between are more even, but still problematic



Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the 
typographic color. By that I don´ t mean the actual text color, but 
how dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is 
understated. Its speciality should be that it does not seem special - 
except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is king, not the 
typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much 
attention to itself. It` s humble and its job is to get out of the 
reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said ’’boring is 
better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these 

Typography is a super power



Typography is a super power
Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the 
typographic color. By that I don´ t mean the actual text color, but 
how dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is 
understated. Its speciality should be that it does not seem special - 
except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is king, not the 
typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much 
attention to itself. It` s humble and its job is to get out of the 
reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said ’’boring is 
better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these 

left aligned



Typography is a super power
Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typo-
graphic color. By that I don´ t mean the actual text color, but how 
dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading 
text is understated. Its speciality should be that it does not seem 
special - except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is 
king, not the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not 
draw much attention to itself. It` s humble and its job is to get out 
of the reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said 
’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these 

hyphenation activated



How to use justified text on the web

• Don’t use justified text 

• Never 

• Nope, not even then



Beware of 
fake fonts5



Spot the Fake Font



 glyphe

😖

😃



 glyphe

😖

😃

😖

😃



 glyphe

Text highlights work clearly better when the real fonts are used

😖

😃



{ Code Demo }







 glyphe

Beware of unintentional bolding added by the browser



How to fight fake fonts
• Load all fonts needed 

• If a style is not available, adapt the default styling 

• Beware of user agent styling



Typography is a super power
Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typo-
graphic color. By that I don´ t mean the actual text color, but how 
dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text 
is understated. Its speciality should be that it does not seem special 
- except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is king, not 
the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much 
attention to itself. It` s humble and its job is to get out of the 
reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said ’’boring is 
better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these 

content is king,



content is king,

content is king,🤮

🤩

faux bold

real bold



Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typo-
graphic color. By that I don´ t mean the actual text color, but how 
dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is 
understated. Its speciality should be that it does not seem special - 
except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is king, not the 
typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much 
attention to itself. It` s humble and its job is to get out of the 
reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said ’’boring is 
better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these 

Real bold font added

content is king,

Typography is a super power



No more typography.



No, more typography!



The divine is 
in the details6



Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typo-
graphic color. By that I don´ t mean the actual text color, but how 
dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text 
is understated. Its speciality should be that it doesn’t seem special  
- except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is king, not 
the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much 
attention to itself. It` s humble and its job is to get out of the 
reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said ’’boring is 
better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these 
words before you read them so the typeface could be interesting 

Typography is a super power



Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typo-
graphic color. By that I don´ t mean the actual text color, but how 
dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text 
is understated. Its speciality should be that it doesn’t seem special - 
except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is king, not the 
typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much 
attention to itself. It` s humble and its job is to get out of the 
reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said ’’boring is 
better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these 
words before you read them so the typeface could be interesting 

Typography is a super power



Typewriter by Amy Ross / CC BY-NC-ND 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/donutgirl/with/7184334950/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/


<<I can only agree to that.>>

"Right quotes are hard to find."

´´They definitely are.``



Accents

<html>    2>3

id="nav"

é ó à ì

Double prime mark

Angle Brackets<<  >>

"  "

´´  ``



Typografiska citattecken

«Bon jour»

Curly quotes in English

Guillemets, angular quotation marks

“Hello”

”Hej”



“Hello”
  alt + 0147

  ⌥ + / 

  &ldquo;

  alt + 0148

  ⌥ + ⇧ +  х

  &rdquo;



”Hej”
  alt + 0148

  ⌥ + ⇧ +  х

  &rdquo;



„Guten Tag“
🇩🇪 Germany  🇦🇹 Austria  🇩🇰 Denmark



„Halløjsa“
 alt + 0132

  ⌥ + ⇧ + / 

  &ldquor;

 alt + 0147

  ⌥ + / 

  &ldquo;🇩🇰 Denmark



«Bon jour»
 alt + 0171

  ⌥ + ⇧ + =

  &laquo;

 alt + 0187

  ⌥ + =

  &raquo;🇫🇷 France 🇨🇭Switzerland





Rock ‘n‘ Roll

Peter's phone

What´s up?



Accents

Single prime mark

Left single quote ‘Hello’

url('bg.png')

á é í ó ú

Peter's phone

What´s up?

Rock ‘n‘ Roll



Rock ’n’ Roll

Peter’s phone

What’s up?



That’s good
 alt + 0146

  ⌥ + ⇧ + з 

  &rsquo;





Am I—maybe—a bit too much?

I think-or I hope-this is right.

I am – certainly – right.



en dash

—

hy-phen-ated    fine-tuned

I’m British – right?    East–West    2009–2019

Hyphen

em dash

-

–

Americans like this—a lot.



Right – isn’t it?

 alt + 0150

  ⌥ + -

  &ndash;



– Javisst, det är rätt.

 alt + 0150

  ⌥ + -

  &ndash;



Awesome—really awesome

 alt + 0151

  ⌥ + ⇧ + -

  &mdash;



Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typo-
graphic color. By that I don´ t mean the actual text color, but how 
dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text 
is understated. Its speciality should be that it doesn’t seem special  
- except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is king, not 
the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much 
attention to itself. It` s humble and its job is to get out of the 
reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said ’’boring is 
better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these 
words before you read them so the typeface could be interesting 

Typography is a super power



Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typo-
graphic color. By that I don’t mean the actual text color, but how 
dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text 
is understated. Its speciality should be that it doesn’t seem special – 
except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is king, not the 
typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much 
attention to itself. It’s humble and its job is to get out of the reader’s 
way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said “boring is better”. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these 
words before you read them so the typeface could be interesting 
and attention grabbing. So have fun choosing a nice typeface for it!

Punctuation marks fixed

Typography is a super power



YEAH! Typography!





text-align: left 
hyphens: auto

Pick a display typeface that fits the mood⭐

Pick a “boring” typeface for the copy⭐

font size: 16 px or larger 
max-width: ~35 rem 
line-height ~1.5

⭐

Beware of fake fonts⭐

Care for punctuation marks⭐

Save Web Typography

pimpmytype.com/spajk



http://pimpmytype.com


Typography is a super power
Here you can read a little sample text to get a feeling of the typographic color. By that I don ́t 
mean the actual text color, but how dense or light the text seems. 

This is the body text, ideally the typeface for this long reading text is understated. Its speciality 
should be that it does not seem special - except to some type nerds, of course. Here content is 
king, not the typeface. In other words a text typeface should not draw much attention to itself. It ̀
s humble and its job is to get out of the reader's way and let the words speak. Very bluntly said 
’’boring is better“. 

For display text in the headings it can be different. You see these words before you read them so 
the typeface could be interesting and attention grabbing. So have fun choosing a nice typeface 
for it!
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Use the abilities of 
variabel fonts



Your typographic adventure 
has only just begun!



Go out there and save 
Web Typography!

🤘
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